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N
ew Zealand-born architect and 

musician Mark Meharry founded 

Music Glue in 2007 with the 

intention of empowering acts to 

sell their own products. 

“We were a typical tech company coming 

into the music industry, thinking, We’re 

going to change the world,” he reflects. 

“But in all honesty we didn’t know what the 

hell we were doing. We just knew it was an 

opportunity to do something.” 

A rethink, born out of financial necessity, 

saw its focus shift to becoming a direct to 

fan ecommerce platform, enabling artists, 

venues, promoters, labels and venues to sell 

tickets, downloads and merchandise. 

“We started selling tickets for a few of the 

bands we had on board and reached a level 

of reasonable success, the biggest one being 

Mumford & Sons,” he says. “They’ve stuck with 

from the beginning and continue to work with us.”

In the early days, the company would regularly 

find itself out in the cold once its acts signed 

with major labels. That began to change in late 

2011, when Meharry and his team knuckled down, 

determined to find their niche. 

“We spent the entire time thinking about what 

we were going to be, where we were going to 

go and what the future was going to be for Music 

Glue,” he says. “The conclusion we reached is 

that modern artists need to be global retailers. We 

were coming out with a solution to a problem the 

industry didn’t even realise it had.”

It now works with acts including Bryan Ferry, Enter 

Shikari and Imogen Heap, along with a host of venues. 

What was the basis for starting Music Glue? 

When the customer went to a band’s website, 

that artist would send them [to another site] for 

tickets, merchandise or music. What we said 

is we’ve got to build a platform that allows an 

artist and manager to sell everything globally, to 

bundle all these things together to create fantastic 

packages for fans from all over the planet. The 

challenge, therefore, was to sell to fans in their 

local currencies and languages, on whatever 

device they were using. It’s not the same as going 

to Amazon; this is an engaged fan who’s come 

to this band to buy something directly - they 

need to get a service that is better than what 

everybody else is offering. We’re now transacting 

in 26 currencies and I can’t begin to describe the 

complexity of how that all fits together.

How do you make a profit?

We make 10% commission on the transactions, 

simple as that. 

You’ve said in the past that artists are effectively 

promoters now. What did you mean by this?

You cannot sell out a show without the artists 

doing promotion themselves - it’s impossible - 

and the guys at Live Nation know this. If the band 

doesn’t have the gig listed and is not pushing that 

show through their social media channels, it won’t 

sell - and so who is the promoter in that case? 

The role of the promoter is becoming more 

to do with bankrolling the event - there’s a lot of 

work still to be done - but in terms of the actual 

marketing, it’s going to the artist a lot more. 

What are your thoughts on the secondary 

ticketing market?

If you’re trying to build your career you want a 

room full of fans, not a room full of the richest 

people on some jolly after work because their 

mates bought a load of overpriced tickets.

This is industrial-scale ticket touting. All this 

money is leaving the industry completely and 

going to the wrong people. It’s not a complicated 

thing to solve, but venue owners have absolutely 

no incentive to stop it because if they’ve got a sell 

out show, what do they care? 

What did you make of the amendment to the 

Consumer Rights Bill, passed by MPs earlier this 

year (requiring resellers to provide additional 

details such as the face value of the ticket, the seat 

number and any applicable restrictions)?

It hasn’t really addressed the issue for the music 

industry. The new legislation states that if it’s a 

seated event you have to display the seat number, 

but most of our events are general admission. 

Can Music Glue bypass the resale sector?

We can and we do. For some events we sell 100% 

of the allocation. It’s just a case of bring ID and 

we’ll make sure you’re the person who originally 

bought the ticket. If you want to sell that ticket, 

that’s fine, we’ll give you a refund and put it back 

on sale. What we won’t let you do is sell it on 

for a profit - as soon as we get any sign of that 

happening your ticket is going to be cancelled. 

How do you see the next few years panning out?

Across all industries, the little guy is starting to 

have a lot more power. Consumers want better 

price and better product - and small suppliers now 

have direct access. 

I also think there’s a big shift in terms of what an 

artist website is becoming and we’re positioning 

ourselves potentially perfectly for this.

White label D2F ecommerce platform Music Glue has made great strides since its inception in 
2007. Launched by musicians for musicians, it set out to help acts become global retailers and 
picked up a valuable early client in Mumford & Sons - a relationship that endures to this day
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